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The ZetaTalk Newsletter
Issue 346, Sunday May 19, 2013
Weekly news and views from around the world and beyond.
New ZetaTalk

Earth Changes

Announcements

Signs of the Times

Egypt’s Sunken Cities
The Zetas have described the African Roll as a process whereby the Red Sea pulls further apart at the Mediterranean and Red Sea, ultimately increasing
the gap at the Sinai by 50 miles.
ZetaTalk Description 12/4/2010: The roll of Africa, as we have described, will be more of a twist in place, so that the southern tip of the African Plate
shifts somewhat to the west, toward the void opened up by the spreading Atlantic Rift, while the plate overall drops enough that having the top part shift
to the east does not do damage along the plate boundaries. The Straits of Gibraltar will open an additional 125 miles and the northern point at Morocco
will move 50 miles further east. All points around the northern border of Africa will move commensurately. S Africa will find itself similarly 125 miles
further south, and westward by about 35 miles.
When plates pull apart in this manner, the edges of the plate often sink, lacking support. This is this part of the Scripted Drama that has been occurring
during past Pole Shifts too, due to the way the plates interact. It should be no surprise, then, that some of this weakened area has sunk recently, taking
major Egyptian cities down under the waves.

Heracleion Photos: Lost Egyptian City Revealed After 1,200 Years Under Sea
April 29, 2013
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/04/29/heracleion-photos-lost-egyptian-city
It is a city shrouded in myth, swallowed by the Mediterranean Sea and buried in sand and mud for more than 1,200 years. But now archeologists
are unearthing the mysteries of Heracleion, uncovering amazingly well-preserved artifacts that tell the story of a vibrant classical-era port.
Known as Heracleion to the ancient Greeks and Thonis to the ancient Eygptians. The ruins of the lost city were found 30 feet under the surface
of the Mediterranean Sea in Aboukir Bay, near Alexandria.
Canopus
http://www.franckgoddio.org/projects/sunken-civilizations/canopus.html
The fate of the eastern suburbs of Canopus was identical to that which befell Thonis-Heracleion: the sea repossessed these places with their rich
histories. Two kilometres to the east of the modern port of Aboukir.
Alexandria
http://www.franckgoddio.org/projects/sunken-civilizations/alexandria.html
Due to a combination of natural phenomena, including a series of earthquakes and tidal waves, the Portus Magnus and parts of the city’s
ancient coastline sank beneath the sea. For more than 1,200 years temples, buildings, palaces, statues, ceramics, coins, jewellery and every day
objects lay untouched on the seabed covered by thick layers of sand and sediment.

River Booms
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Unexplained booms have been going on since the big bully, Planet X, aka Nibiru, arrived in the inner solar system in 2003. N America is particularly
vulnerable to the booming sound of snapping rock, due to the bowing of the N American continent, as detailed in Issue 340 of this newsletter. But a
clear pattern has emerged in recent booms, showing that these booms from snapping rock are associated with river bottoms! Look at the pattern for
booms that hit the press on February 23, 2013 in Tucson, February 26 in W Virginia, March 21 in Florida, and on April 26 in Ireland. All these boom
locations are along a river!

Mysterious Loud Boom Heard & Felt all Over Tucson
February 27, 2013
http://www.tucsonnewsnow.com/story/21419976/what-was-that-shook-tucson
Something caused some shaking, rattling, and rolling over many parts of Tucson. It happened about 7:45 pm. Tucson News Now was inundated
with calls from people asking what it was. We made calls to several law enforcement agencies and Davis-Monthan Air Force Base. D-M says it
was not one of their aircraft that caused a sonic boom. Capt. Adam Goldberg from Northwest Fire District says all the area fire departments
received about 100 calls. The Tucson Fire Department says most of their calls came from the west side of Tucson. Tom Peine with the Pima
County Sheriff's Department tweeted, "We checked with variety of places to include mines, DMAFB, Pinal Army Nat. Guard, TIA, SW Gas, El
Paso Gas, TEP/So far all negative." Peine also tweeted, "calls reference "boom" seem to come from W of Campbell/from Pinal County line to
northern Green Valley/still trying to determine source."
Charleston Callers Report Mysterious 'Explosion' Sound
February 26, 2013
http://wvgazette.com/News/201302260175
Dozens of people called 911 after hearing what sounded like an explosion Tuesday night in Kanawha County. There were no reports of gas line
ruptures and no seismic activity was observed, either. Many callers described the sound as thunder or an aircraft's sonic boom. Dispatchers
said the source of the sound is a mystery.
Boom Shakes Windows in Several Counties
March 21, 2013
http://www.gainesville.com/article/20130321/ARTICLES/130329857/1139
Alachua County Sheriff's Lt. Art Forgey that the "west side of Gainesville flooded our communications center" around 9 p.m. with calls about a
window-clattering and wall-shaking boom felt by many residents, particularly those in west Gainesville.
Mystery Bang Sparks Police Search in Londonderry
April 26, 2013
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-northern-ireland-foyle-west-22306524
A mystery bang has left people scratching their heads in Londonderry. For the third time in over a year, people have reported hearing a loud
noise that, they said, sounded liked an explosion. The Police Service of Northern Ireland (PSNI) said officers carried out searches in the early
hours of Friday morning but nothing was found. Dozens of people contacted the BBC to say they had heard the mystery noise. There have been
two similar cases in Derry in the past. In February, police investigated reports of a loud bang in the city centre but nothing was found. In
January 2012, homes and businesses were evacuated in the Spencer Road area. It was sealed off for a number of days but the police said there
was no evidence of an explosion.
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Per the Zetas, river bottoms are where the crust is thin, weak, and sagging. Thus this is the point most likely to snap when the pressure if on!
ZetaTalk Comment 10/30/2010: We have stated that river bottoms are situated along areas of a plate that are thin, and have thus sunk down, thus
becoming a river bottom.

Kolbrin History
The Kolbrin contains some remarkable reports from the Egyptians, as well as text that is similar to the Bible.
ZetaTalk Comment 9/12/2009: Where there is a written record, such as the Egyptian record in the Kolbrin, many details are carried in the report.
Even where the Bible implies a seven year period of plagues, the magnitude of droughts and crop failure or disease from depressed immune systems
confuses the issue. The Kolbrin mentions that Noah began building his arc when the Moon turned copper and the moon moved swifly across the sky,
implying a definitive wobble. Certainly there are reports of a copper moon today, and rapid movement of the Moon has been noted by some, but most of
the populace seem oblivious. But can such correlation be used to extrapolate a pole shift date today? How long does it take to build an arc, and how
swiftly did the Moon cross the sky to clue Noah that the time had arrived? The Kolbrin reports that during the Exodus that signs in the sky clued the
populace that another pole shift was pending. Then there was a period of stillness, relative calm, when the populace was tense as they knew the
prophecies and knew what was pending. Then the tail of Planet X, bringing red dust and hail, was upon them and social disruption and plague affected
the populace. But the Kolbrin does not state how long a period passed between the signs in the sky and the horror of the last weeks.
There are few of the original copies about. One copy taken to Scotland was eventually secreted to New Zealand and eventually was provided to the
public in hard copy, paper back, and as an e-book. Per the Zetas, the Egyptian records inherent in this copy of the Kolbrin should be trusted.

The Kolbrin Bible
July 12, 2006
http://www.ufodigest.com/kolbrin.html
The Kolbrin Bible is the collection of documents (Bronze Book) that was hidden at the time of the burning of the Glastonbury Abbey in England
by Edward the First (Longshanks) in 1184 AD. It has been preserved by secretive groups for the last 850 years. Edward sought to destroy the
Kolbrin believing it to be a heretical rival of the Holy Bible and a potential threat to his rightful claim as King of England. In 1992 a leader of
the failing “Hope Trust”, that considered itself the protector of the Kolbrin, distributed a copy before its complete deregistration in 1995
intending to preserve it before it could be lost with the dissolution of the trust. The Yow World Books copy of the Kolbrin comes from one of
those 1992 original distributed copies that was sent to India for publication. There isolated copies in Lebanon, England, the Vatican and others
around the world.
The Culdian Trust Kolbrin Manuscripts
http://thekolbrin.com/
The Kolbrin is a collection of ancient manuscripts said to have been salvaged from the Glastonbury Abbey arson in 1184. This Culdian Trust
version of The Kolbrin was publically disclosed online by Professor James M. McCanney, M.S. Chapters from The Kolbrin are made available
on this website only with direct approval from the Culdian Trust. … Produced and hosted by Marshall Masters, a former CNN science feature
field producer, it is an ideal Planet X / 2012 primer for those new to this vital topic.
ZetaTalk Comment 5/4/2013: The Kolbrin is currently being sold in hardcopy form by the Culdian Trust Publications, which asserts a connection to
James McCanney, and as an inexpensive e-book of paperback form by Marshall Master of YOWUSA. Both McCanney and Masters are currently
cooperating with the cover-up by claiming that Planet X, aka Nibiru, exists but is at an unknown location out in space somewhere. Both clearly used the
inherent validity of the Kolbrin’s record of past Pole Shifts to bolster their credibility with the public. Both have profited from its sale in book form.
Since it is blatantly obvious that Planet X is and has been near the Sun, within the orbit of Venus, for some years since 2003, as puppets of the cover-up
are they likewise lying about the Kolbrin?
The Kolbrin is legitimate and has been kept in a very exacting manner by its custodians over the centuries. The majority of the Kolbrin is similar to the
Old Testament of the Bible, lectures on morality and rules. The portion we encourage the public to read is from Egyptian records of past Pole Shifts,
and correlate very closely with the Christian Bible and Koran in this regard, as well as many other ancient texts. The Bible as published is certainly not
the only book asserting to be the Bible, as the clouded history goes back through many rewrites to insert new information or discard that which the
establishment considered a threat.
The Book of Enoch, which describes signs in the skies at the approach of Planet X, was discarded from the current version of the Bible because it would
alert the public and frankly states that Nibiru exists. Were it not that the Kolbrin as a copy of the Old Testament was considered a threat to royalty in
Britain, the excellent historical reports by the Egyptians would have been sullied and destroyed too. Just as ZetaTalk is considered a threat by the
establishment, and suppressed like no other while those supporting the cover-up are given access to the media, those Egyptian records would also have
been suppressed. It is by being included in text that was in hiding that it survived intact.
Book of Enock
http://www.ancienttexts.org/library/ethiopian/enoch/index.html
And all things on the earth shall alter,
And shall not appear in their time:
And the moon shall alter her order,
And not appear at her time.
And in those days the sun shall be seen and he shall journey in the evening on the extremity of the great chariot in the west
And shall shine more brightly than accords with the order of light.
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And many chiefs of the stars shall transgress the order (prescribed).
And these shall alter their orbits and tasks,
And not appear at the seasons prescribed to them.
And the whole order of the stars shall be concealed,
And the thoughts of those on the earth shall err concerning them.

Switcheroo on Planet X
With plans for the announcement admitting the presence of Planet X proceeding, those in the game who either denied that Planet X existed or insisted it
was outside the solar system at some unknown place are changing their tunes. This has happened just since a YouTube video on Who to Trust was
published on the NancyLieder channel on February 18, 2013, with a sister blog on the Pole Shift ning on March 30, 2013. Marshall Masters has always
aligned with the cover-up by claiming that Planet X was not in the inner solar system, but at an unknown place out in the Universe, not yet arrived.
Marshall got himself invited back to Coast-to-Coast-am again on March 18, 2012 to do a switcheroo – predicting that a Planet X harbinger was visible
on the horizon on a Costa Rico webcam, and predicting that Planet X would be visible by June, 2013. He was clearly fence sitting, trying to align both
with the cover-up and with the pending announcement by Obama. Upon looking at the video of the volcano webcam he has on his YOWUSA website,
is it obvious that his “object of interest” is a spec of volcanic dust and an oily smear or fingerprint on the glass webcam cover! These objects do not
move vs a vs the horizon at any time. And the dust spec stands in front of dark clouds ejected from the volcano with no loss of light. Clearly, this spec is
not out in space somewhere, but closer to the webcam than the volcano.

Planet X & Prophecy
http://www.coasttocoastam.com/show/2013/03/18
Author and publisher Marshall Masters specializes in Planet X and ancient civilizations. He discussed evidence for an object on the other side
of the sun, which could be Planet X. Masters believes that an "object of interest" captured in webcam photos of the Turrialba Volcano in Costa
Rica is possibly a harbinger to the arrival of Planet X. Further, he believes Planet X could be arriving this year.
Per the Zetas, Marshall is suddenly trying to be right, and expects to be rewarded for cooperating with the cover-up all these years. But please, whatever
the outcome, he wants you to continue to buy his books and survival supplies.
ZetaTalk Comment 3/30/2013: As it becomes obvious that Planet X is near the Sun, within the orbit of Venus, and as word that Obama’s planned
announcement to this effect is going forward and cannot be stopped, various parties who formerly debunked ZetaTalk are changing their story.
Marshall Masters of YOWUSA is one who did not deny that Planet X existed, but attempted to ally with the cover-up by claiming it was out in space
somewhere, at an undetermined location. He also has claimed that the myriad photos, videos, and SOHO images of the Planet X complex showing its
location all these years are a result of cheap cameras or lens flares. Everyone is mistaken, except for Marshall Masters and his supposed team of
experts. Marshall is banking on the hope that Obama’s announcement will not clarify how long Planet X has been in the inner solar system, nor
perhaps even its exact location. Thus, he can discard, suddenly, a decade of debunking ZetaTalk while cooperating with the cover-up, and appear as a
hero for predicting its arrival in the summer of 2013!
John DiNardo is another sudden switcheroo. He has always maintained that Planet X is not in the inner solar system, despite all the photos and videos
and naked eye sightings by the public. Suddenly, John is trying to educate the public and be the spokesperson for the arrival of Planet X. Where was he
during the past decade? Cooperating with the cover-up.
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Planet X Radio Documentary - Part One
March 27, 2013
http://www.ufodigest.com/article/planet-x-tv-documentaries-part-2
What the public has not been told, however, is that the decade-long litany of global geological and meteorological calamities is caused by
PlanetX-provoked solar excitations. To minimize mass death and suffering, the peoples of the World must be alerted, so that they can protect
themselves and their families, because disasters will worsen as Planet X nears its gravitational loop-around rendezvous with our Sun. Merely
telling the public, "It Might Happen," will not motivate people to prepare. Actually, they will stubbornly deny the eventuality of any terrifying
peril which is defined to them as being improbable, because man wants to believe what he likes, and to reject what he dislikes. Either we present
the factual evidence that gravity is inexorably pulling this dwarf star toward our Sun, or else the public will remain in unknowing peril.
ZetaTalk Opinion 10/23/2010: Her many detractors and competitors (Battros, McCanney, DiNardo), including those who have earned respect in their
own right (Hoagland, Masters, Moore), have survived by avoiding the fact of Planet X near the Sun, arriving in 2003. They point to the Sun as cause, or
point out into the night sky in their claims about the approach of Planet X. Meanwhile, the truth that ZetaTalk promotes rings forth, loud and clear.

Stereo Proof
Despite any admission by NASA on the near presence of Planet X, there will be those who will posture to claim that it has just arrived in the inner solar
system, and thus whatever dance they did with the truth in order to stay in the good graces of the cover-up, to avoid harassment, makes them correct in
their statements. “It has not yet arrived”, they have said. “It may be out there in space somewhere, but we’re not sure where it is”. “It will first be seen
coming up from the South, seen in the southern skies”, but astronomers were supposedly still peering out there, waiting it’s arrival, they said. Ignoring
all the Second Sun sightings, all the filtered and unfiltered photos and videos taken over the years in the vicinity of the Sun, all the evidence on SOHO
and Stereo images, they will claim it just arrived. They may try to say that the evidence captured over the years was way out in space, beyond the Sun,
and thus they, not ZetaTalk were correct. However, images of Planet X and its Moon Swirls have been in hand since 2003.

If these former naysayers are correct, then how could the Stereo satellites have captured Planet X and its components between them, showing it lay
between the Earth and the Sun, not out in the distance. Though NASA made extensive efforts to airbrush and eliminate evidence of Planet X from all
SOHO and Stereo images, some remained. Those who regularly checked the Stereo arrivals would capture good evidence, and then watch as days later
NASA would mute or change the image, or delete the image entirely, to discount the presence of Planet X. For instance, in Issue 172 of this newsletter
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the String of Pearls presentation, moons in the tail of Planet X, showed up both on the Stereo Ahead images on February 3, 2010 and Stereo Behind
images two days later on February 5, 2010 – in the vicinity of the Sun as seen from both sides. Lest friends of the cover-up friendly naysayers try to
delete or further mute this evidence, here is a copy of these images found in the NASA archives as of early 2013 – the Behind and Ahead. One can see
from the image below, of the String of Pearls as originally captured, how NASA has tried to change the pearls into a streak, and removed some
evidence entirely from its archives. Conveniently, this String of Pearls showed up on the SOHO images on February 13, 2010 in the persona of a
Checkmark Moon Swirl, a dual String of Pearls.

Another example is documented in Issue 216 of this newsletter. There is something bright, not a planet, Earthside in both the Behind image for
November 17, 2010 and the Ahead image for February 28, 2010. By analyzing the view from the Stereo satellites, it is clear that that this bright object is
in the vicinity of where Planet X rode at the time, likely Planet X itself. Here is a copy of these images found in the NASA archives as of early 2013 –
the Behind and Ahead.
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